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6Matrices
Historical Summary
Determinants and their logical development, matrices, are a com-
paratively recent phase of mathematics. <7e find the former discussed
for the first time by Leibniz in a letter to L’Hospital in April 1693.
u e did not, however, develop the new theory to any great extent. The
next contributor of note was Cramer, who, in 1750 in his studies of
the solution of sets of linear equations, evolved the famous Cramer’s
Hule. After this, determinants were recognized as rather valuable
tools and Gauss, Jacobi, La?lace and several others extended the number
of theorems in this field. From such beginnings, Cayley in 1943-1945
became the creator of the theory of matrices in his Calculus of Matrices.
In connection with their work on linear transformations, invariants,
quadratic forms, quaternions and vectors we find many later writers ex-
tending the theorems of matrices. Among the best known of these authors
are Frobenius, Grassraan, KrBnecker and Weierstrass. Quite recently in
1915-1925 Dr. C. E. Cpllis of the University of Calcutta has developed
a most extensive discussion of this whole subject in three huge volumes
concerned entirely with matrices and determinoid s, a further extension
of the original form. Of the works of the modern mathematicians who
have written extensi velj' on matrices, that of I)r. Maxime Bucher in his
’’Introduction to ITigher Algebra” seems to me the most easily understood,
the most logical and the most compact. I have, therefore, followed his
development of the topic very closely. I was, in fact, compelled to do
so, since both Drs. 7hitehead and Cullis have built up a terminology so
extensive that its explanation alone would reauire a paner eoual in
length to this article while Dickson has so involved, his discussion of
£1
1.
matrices with the theory of linear transformations, and with invariant
and quadratic forms, that it is difficult to explain his theorems with-
out depending too largely on these other phases of mathematics.
There are several notations in use. Dr. Cullis uses the form
A = (a)m to stand for a matrix a = a series of m, n quantities where
s the rows and m the
; of quantities as
a
12
a
22
But the more widely knov/n is that given by Bucher, two parallel straight lines
on either side the quantities contained;
a -
a a a
11 12 - - - In
3. “3L. - -
--
__
_
_ “I 1 I
a
ml
a
m2
a
mn
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II.
Since the proofs of the theorems concerning matrices are to a
very great extent dependent on the properties of the determinants
of such matrices, the following definitions and theorems are listed
here as references. Their proofs may be found in any text on deter-
minants.
Defini tions
:
1) If the row and column containing a given element be removed,
the determinant of one less order, remaining, is called the
minor of that element.
2) If D is a determinant of the nth order, and M one of its k-rowed
minors, then the (n-k)-rowed minor II obtained by striking out
from D all the rows and columns represented in T.I is called the
complement of M.
3) If M is the m-rowed minor of the determinant D in which the rows
k^ - - - k^, and the columns 1^ - - - lm , are represented, then
the algebraic complement of 1.1 is defined by the eouation.
:1
* 1 1 1M
algebraic complement of M = (-1
)
4) By a principal minor of a determinant D is understood a minor
obtained by striking out from D the same rows as colums.
Jloranlement of Ma
5) If a. . be the element in the ith row and ,1th column of a deter-
minant, and D. . represents its corresponding first minor.
Ai_, : (-1)'
- -
-V
cJ
sij *
6) If to a determinant of the nth order be adoed one, or more, rows
and the same number of columns of n quantities each, and if the
vacant corner is filled in with zeros, the determinant thus ob-
tained is called a bordered determinant.
7) If in any determinant D, each element be replaced by its co-
factor, the resulting determinant D’ is called the adjoint deter-
minant
.<
9B. Preliminary Theorems on Determinants:
1) If in any determinant the corresoonding rows and columns he inter-
changed, the value of the determinant remaind the same.
2) If the elements of a row (or column) be multiplied by a constant,
the effect is to multiply the determinant by that constant.
3) If the elements of two rows (or columns) of a determinant are
identically the same, the determinant vanishes,
4) If the elements of two rows (or columns) of a determinant are
proportional, the determinant vanishes, : m
r-.duce: bo zeros
.
5) If the corresponding elements of two rows (or of two columns) be
interchanged, the sign of the determinant is reversed, or remains
the same according as (-l) iJh1 " + M is negative or positive, if
i and M are the rows (or columns) to be interchanged.
6) If the elements of a given row (or column) be multiplied by a
constant and added to the corresponding elements of another row
(or column) the value of the determinant is unchanged.
7) If each element of a given row (or column) of a determinant is a
binomial, the determinant may be expressed as the sum of two
determinants .
8) If from any determinant D, any K rows (or columns) be selected
and from these rows (or columns) all possible kth order deter-
minants be obtained: and if each of these is multiplied by its
complementary minor, and to each product is prefixed a^ or-
according as (!]-+ ig -* + ik) jg'*' v-0k)
is even, or odd, the algebraic sum of all such products is the
value of the given determinant. This is called the Laplace
Expansion, j and i represent the columns and rows concerned.

9) ?he product of two deterrin: .its of the nth order may be expressed
as a determinant of the nth order, in which the element which lies
in the ith row and jth column is obtained by multiplying each ele-
ment of the ith row, of the first factor, by the corresponding
element of the jth column of the second factor and adding the
results.
10) Cramer’s lule*. If in the equations.
O- X
-
_-+G
'cVA/
X
'V"'^'V
H > I
the determinant
a
i rV
G-.
_
- G-
(V N
the equations have one and only one solution which i s
;
G-, v - G- •*
O-
X
A- $G_ <3-
a^ is the n-rowed determinant obtained from *'a" by replacing the
elements of the ith column by elements - - - T^v .
11) If a determinant of the nth order is bordered with n rows, and
n columns, the resulting determinant has a value which depends
only on the bordering quantities.
12) If a determinant of the nth order is bordered with more than n
rows and n columns, the resulting determinant always has the
value zero.
13) If D* is the adjoint of determinant D and M and M* are cor-
responding T>rowed minors of D and D* resnectively, then M
*
,.
11
eouals the product of d‘ ^ by the algebraic complement of *'
14) If a.
T
is an element of a determinant D of the nth order, and
if oC
iT
is the co-factor of the corresponding element Ajj of the
adjoint of D, then
s
15} If D is any determinant of the nth order ana D’ is its adioint,
16} If the elements of a row (or column) of a determinant be multiplied
by the co-factorsof another row (or column), and added, the result
vanishes.
17) If D is any determinant and Sis the second minor obtained from
it by striking out the ith and kth rows, and its jth and 1th columns,
and if by A.
T
is denoted the co-factor of the element which stands
in the ith row and Jth column of D, then
N-l
D* I D
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Part III.
A. Nature of Matrix
B. Properties of Matrix
All these preliminary definitions and theorems of determinants
being granted, it is now possible to begin the discussion of matrices,
for although matrices are not determinants, they are a development of
the latter and borrow very freely from that subject for their needs.
A matrix, then, is defined as a system of M N quantities arranged
in a rectangular array of H rows and N columns. 1! may, or may not
equal N. Should M equal N we have a souare matrix of order N. Even
if, however, LI does equal N, the matrix thus formed is not a determi-
nant for a determinant is either a scalar or a polynomial while a
matrix is not a quantity at all but a system of quantities. Etcher,
illustrates this differences in the following way. If the rows and
columns of a determinant be interchanged, the value of the determinant
is in no way affected. (See (1) section II). In the case of a matrix,
on the contrary, such an interchange gives a wholly new matrix which
is called the conjugate of the first square matrix.
Various properties of a matrix are to be established. A determi-
nant is said to determine a souare matrix, the matrix of the determinant.
Conversely a square matrix determines a determinant which we term the
determinant of the matrix. Every matrix has several determinants, which
are to be obtained from the square matrices formed by striking out cer-
tain rows (or columns) or both. All these are named determinants of the
original matrix, and they may be of anv order from one to the smaller
of the two numbers, M and N. Some of them, naturally, must be of the
form of the bordered determinants of (12) Section II and so must enual
zero

13
A matrix is saic? to be of rank: r if it contains at least one r-rowed
determinant which is not e^ual to zero, while all the (rfl)-rowed deter-
or all determinants of order higher than r, are equal to zero.
14 12 6 3 2
6 104 21 9 17
Here matrix a. must be of
~~
7 6 3 4 1 second order, for it can
be shown that all fourth
35 30 15 20 5 order
-
and all third order determinants must each equal zero, since they must all
contain two proportional rows. Gne second order determinant not equal to
zero can be found. Obviously, then, a matrix must be of rank: zero if all
its elements are zero.
To find the rank: of a matrix, then, we must find one r-rowed deter-
minant not equal to zero, and next show that all the (rfl)-rowed determi-
nants are equal to zero. In most cases this would be, necessarily, a
lengthy proceeding and therefore several methods of shortening this pro-
cedure have been devised. But before we can Drove the first theorem in
this direction, two preliminary theorems must be established, and for
these we must turn to the theory of linear dependence.
C. T.I sets of IT constants each*
ej u3 [lj
l (X1 ; x2 *ti\ ) if (i = 1, 2 M)
are said to be linearly dependent if !.! constants not all zero exist such
that C-j^x’, ¥ CgX" . ¥ - - t- CjjX • (j : 1, 2, - - - IT).
If M < N, tha following theorem may be proved.
Preliminary 1; A necessary and sufficient condition for the linear depen-
dence of I.I sets of N constants each, (when M ^ IT) is that all the li-rowed
determinants of the matrix
'1 x2
x*
IT
should vanish.
*-
14 .
Necessary Condition; Since the V sets of constants are given linearly
dependent, by the preceding definition one row may be expressed as a
linear combination of the others. Then we may reduce any of the ’’-rowed
determinants to zero by subtracting from the elements of this row the
corresponding elements of the other rows multiplied by suitable constaxits.
The elements of this row can thus be reduced to zero and so the ! T- rowed
determinant vanished by theorem 4 Section II.
Sufficient condition; If all M-rowed determinants of the matrix vanish,
then the r sets of N constants each are linearly dependent. If all the
'’-ro"-ed determinants vanish, we still may assume that the rank of the
matrix is r ) 0, for otherwise each element of the matrix must equal zero.
Since the ranh of the matrix i£ r, there must be at least one r-rowed non-
vanishing determinant. By 3 sufficient number of changes of rows, this
non-vanishing r-rowed determinant may be shifted to the upper left hand
corner. 7e have, then, a nnn-vanishing r-rowed determinant in the unoer
left Viand corner. Let On, be the co-factors of the (r+-l)-rowed
determinant in upper left hand corner of the matrix corresponding to the
elements of the last column. Now from our definition of the rank: of
matrix - r, the (r+l)-rowed determinants must vanish. But the sum of
the products of elements of any column of a determinant by the co-factors
of the corresponding elements of another column is zero.
^
See Section II,
Theorem 16.^ Therefore from our definition of linear dependence, the first
(r+1) sets of constants are linearly dependent since c
r^
is not zero,
being the r-rowed determinant in the upper left hand corner. If M > N,
by adding to each set of n constants (m-n) zeros, we may reduce the
theorem to one .just proven. So T.l sets of N constants each are always
linearly dependent if M y N.
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Preliminary 2 ; If a set of points, finite or infinite in number, has the
oroperty that k points can be found among them on which every other point
of the set is linearly dependent, then any (k+1 ) points of the set will
be linearly dependent.
Before we go on to the steps of the proof of this second theorem,
we must ap'ain go back to certain preliminary definitions of linear
independence. The I! sets of IT constants each with which we had to d^al
in the preliminary definition of linear dependence and in the preceding
proof may be considered as the n homogeneous coBrdinates of m points
in a space of (n-1 ) dimensions, provided that not all the constants are
zero. If these constants are so considered, we may then speak of the
linear dependence of the points, whose coordinates, the series of N con-
stants have then become.
In preliminary theorem 2, then, (p-^, - - - pn ) represent the homo-
geneous coordinates of a point in a space of (N-1) dimensions.
Let (p ’2 P* n ), (P"l P’*n
)
* (T^. 1^) represent
the k points on which every other point of the set is linearly dependent
and let (P’
x P'n ), (P"]. P"n )» [$*\ ^ ljn 1 repre-
sent any (k-rl ) points of the set.
If P^ - - - P*^ is any one of these points, it is by hypothesis
linearly dependent on any one of the k points so there must exist a set
OJ Li-] Li.]
of k constants not all zero c
. ,
c
CO
(P - - - P ) may be written: .
,
JU U
, ^
CvJ
„ c;]
,
P
'
-
c
' f.
+
L r S F
- -
- c
,
such that
k
1- c
li] ^
k P.
( 1 )
\ ~ I , % - N ) ?Jj-1 Ct]
» Li-1
' ^
+- CL
cel H
+- C. to
I N ’
This will also be true i
-- S 1 h + k
,
u\
f\P - - - P.J is one of the E points. If we
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are to prove, now, that any (Ktl ) points ar j to be linearly dependent,
it must be shown that there are (K*l ) constants, C jy C 4 -
-
- C K _j ,
If we substitute for ?j , etc. the values found in (1) we have
But this system of equations is one in which there are fewer
equations than there are un'mowns, so there must always exist a set
of C*s not all zero which satisfy the equation. Therefore, by our
first definition of linear dependence, the (k-rl ) points are linearly
dependent.
It is now possible to prove the following proposition which
materially lessens the steps necessary to determine the rank of a
matrix.
Theorem 3: If in a given matrix a certain r-rowed determinant is
not zero, and all the ( r+1 )-rowed determinants of which this r-rowed
determinant is a first minor are zero, then all the (r-rl)-rowed
determinants of the matrix are zero.
not all zero, such that C^P’. t C^P" . t C^P • t
Now these equations will hold true if
0
t = 0
Proof; This non-vanishing r-rowed determinant may, we know, be
shifted to the upper left hand corner of the matrix. By the first of

17 .
the theorems just proved, since the ( r+1 )-rowed determinants of this
r- rowed determinant are zero by hypo the si s^ the (r+1) sets of constants
are linearly dependent. Now the r sets of constants which are in K first
r rows of the matrix are not linearly dependent, but linearly indepen-
dent, since the r-rowed determinant does not vanish. Hence the (r+l)th
row must be linearly dependent on the first r-rpws. Similarly it may
be shown that each of the succeeding rows are linearly dependent on the
first r rows. 3y the second theorem just proved, any (r+1) rows are
then linearly dependent. Consequently all (r+l)-rowed determinants of
matrix must be zero (by theorem 1) and therefore theorem 3 is proved.
Nore practical even than this method is that of simplifying the
form of a matrix without altering its rank:. The so-called elementary
transformations are:
1) The interchange of two rows (or two columns);
2) The multiplication of each element of a row (or column) by the
same constant not zero;
3) The addition to the elements of one row (or column) of the products
of the corresponding elements of another row (or column) by one and the
same constant.
If we can prove that such simplification does not change the rank
of a matrix, the process of determining the rank of a matrix becomes
much shorter. Now the first two of these transformations will have no
effect on the rank of any matrix since they do not have any effect on
the vanishing of any determinant by B (2) and(5)of Section II. It is
necessary, then, only to show that the third transformation does not
alter the rank of a matrix.
Proof: Suppose matrix bis formed from matrix a_ by adding to the
elements of some row, the ith, k times the elements of the jth row.

If r is the rank of the matrix a, all its (r-l)-rowed determinants must
be zero from the definition of the rank of a matrix. Now some of these
(r-l)-rowed determinants will not be changed by this addition, those
containing both the ith and jth rows, and those which do not contain the
ith row. The rest of these (r-1) -rowed determinants can be split up into
the form A - kB where A and B are (r-l)-rowed determinants of a by
theorem 7, Section II. Since by hypothesis all the (r-1) -rowed determi-
nants of a are 0, and since A and B are (r-l)-rowed determinants, A - kB
must equal zero. Hence all the (r-l)-rowed determinants resulting from
the transformation are zero. Therefore the rank of a is not increased.
Nor can the rank of a have been decreased, for if the matrix b secured
by the transformation be of lower rank than a, the transformation back to
a would be a process similar to the one just described. It has just
been shown that such a. process does not increase the rank, so b cannot
be of lower rani: than a. We have therefore proved
Theorem 4: The rank of any matrix is not changed by any one of the
three elementary transformations.
By definition, two matrices are equivalent if it is possible to
pass from one to the other by any finite number of elementary trans-
formations. We may state, then, as a direct result of theorem 4,
Theorem 5: Two equivalent matrices have the same rank.
Any matrix of rank r can be reduced by means of elementary trans-
formations to a form where the element in the ith row and ith column
• <
is 1, when l - r, while all the other elements of the matrix are zero.
This is true for a matrix of rank r, since the only determinants not
..
*
.
I
zero must be r- rowed, that is, the matrix may be reduced to one of r rows
19 .
If i TT r, by elementary transformation 3, the other rows (except the
ith) may be reduced to zero, by a finite number of transformations.
Then by a finite number of transformations the columnhaay also be reduced
to zero with the exception of the element in the ith column. The follow-
ing proposition is the obvious result of such transformations;
Theorem 6; Two matrices with ?! rows and N columns are equivalent if
they have the same rank. For if they have the same rank and are of
same order, each may be reduced to an equivalent matrix where the element
in ith row, ith column is 1 if i ^ r.
.
17. Symmetric Matrices
A. Definition of Symmetric Matrix
A symmetric matrix, like a symmetric determinant, is a matrix
in which the pairs of terms situated symmetrically with respect to
the principal diagonal, are equal. To determine the rank of such a
matrix, the following three theorems have been discovered.
B. Three Theorems Concernin^Ttenk of Symmetric Matrix.
Theorem 1; If an r- rowed principal minor Mr of the symmetrical
matrix a_ is not zero, while all the principal minors obtained by
adding one row and the same column, and also those obtained by adding
two rows and the same two columns to Mr , are zero, then the rank of
a is r.
Obviously if we can show that all the principal minors except
the r- rowed minors are equal to zero, this theorem resolves itself
into that of (3) of section III. As usual,we assume that the r-rowed
principal minor not equal to zero has its position in the upper
hand corner, as it may be placed there by a finite number of
interchanges, first of rows, then of columns. Let B
^
represent the
determinant formed by adding the ath row and bth column of a to T.T .
r
By hypothesis B
aa
and 3^ would be equal to zero, and Mr ^ 0. Let
C represent the determinant formed by adding ath and bth columns and
ath and bth rows to !?
r
. Then C : 0 by hypothesi s^also. If M* g be
the two-rowed principal minor of the adjoint of C which corresponds
to the complement of M in C, then bv theorem 17 of Section II
I
r
B
aa
B
ab
Bba Bbb
Therefore (B
ag | (Bbb ) - (Bab l
2
= 0
B
ah=0
Since B =0 and B, , = O.f Thus all the determinants except the

21
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r-rowed principal minors are zero and hence the rank of the symmetrical
matrix is r.
Therorem 2: If all the (r+l) -rowed principal minors of a symmetrical
matrix a are zero, and also all the (rt-2)-rowed principal minors, the
rank of a is r or less.
Proof: Suppose r »-0. Then all the elements of the principal diagonal
must equal zero. Hence the ’two ’-rowed principo.1 minors must then equal
zero. Therefore hy theorem 17, Section 11
( aii) (a.,,) " (aij)
2
= 0
As a.. - 0, and (a- ) = 0, must also equal zero. Each element is
therefore zero, so the rank matrix in this case must be zero, and thus
equal to r. Thus the theorem holds true for this special case.
Next suppose the th or im holds good for r- k. If the (k+l)-rowed
and (k42 )-rowed principal minors equal zero, then r should equal k or
less. Similarly, if the (k>2)- rowed and (k+3) -rowed principal minors
are zero, then the rank of this matrix should be less than k-1 by the
definition of rank of matrix. If the (k-rl) -rowed minors are not zero
while (k+-2) -rowed and (k+3)-rowea determinants are zero, then the rank
of the matrix is exactly k+1 by theorem 1. Therefore the theorem holds true
for kfl if it holds true for r - k. But in the first part of this proof
we proved the theorem true for r - 0, so it must hold true for r = 1, 2,
and all successive values.
Theorem 3: If the rank of the symmetrical matrix a is r^r 0, there is at
least one r-rowed principal minor of a which is not equal to zero.
Proof: The (r-l)-rowed principal minors are zero. (By definition of rank.)
If all the r-rowed principal minors also were equal to zero, the rank

of the matrix would have to he less than r by the preceding theorem.
But this is contrary to the hypothesis, so there must be at least one
r-rov;ed principal minor which is not ecual to zero.
I
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7. The Algebra of Matrices.
A. Matrices as Complex Quantities with the necessary Definitions.
In the definition of a matrix as a rectangular array of M IT quan-
tities, no distinction was made as to whether these systems of quanti-
ties were composed of real or complex quantities. The definitions and
theorems of section V, however, are discussed from the viewpoint of
matrices as complex and made up of certain components, real or unreal.
Dr. Bucher states the following definitions as necessary postulates;
1) A matrix is said to he zero, when and only when all of its elements
are zero.
2) Two matrices are said to be equal when and only when they have the
same number of rows and of columns, and every element of one is
equal to the corresnonding element of the other.
3) By the sum (or difference) of two matrices, of m rows and n columns
each, is meant a matrix of ra rows and n columns, each of whose ele-
ments is the sura (or difference) of the corresponding elements of
the given matrices.
4) The product of a matrix and a scalar is a matrix each of whose
elements is k times the corresponding element of the original matrix,
if k equals the given scalar.
5) A square matrix is said to be singular if its determinant is zero.
6) A matrix, £, is said to be a divisor of zero, if a matrix, b ^ 0,
exists such that ab — 0, or ba — 0.
7) The product ab of 2 souare matrices of the nth order is a square
matrix of the nth order, in which the element which lies in the ith
row and jth column is obtained by multiplying each element of the
ith row of s by the corresponding element of the jth row of b and
adding the result.
This latter definition is given for square matrices only, but may
be aonlied to matrices of M rows ana N columns where M ^ M, if we consider
such a matrix equivalent to a square matrix of order eoual to the larger
of the two integers M and IT, in which the lacking rows sr columns are
filled in with zeros. .7e may therefore consider all matrices as souare.
then, in our future discussions, if so completed
-.
-
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The following statement follows naturally then from the foregoing
definitions;
9) All the laws of ordinary algebra hold for the addition, or subtraction
of matrices, and their multiplication by scalars.
If then, ja, b, and c are matrices and Li and N are scalars,
a -t b = b t a_,
a_ 4 (b + jc) - (ja + b) 4 £,
I,la 4 lib - LI (a. 4 b),
Ma + ITa r (M 4 N)a
9. Theorems Concerning Multiplication of Matrices.
The first theorem of this section on the algebra of matrices is :
Theorem 1; The multiplication of matrices is not in general commutative.
Let a.
.
and b.
.
represent elements in the ith row and ,ith column of two
ij id
matrices a_ and t) to be multiplied. By definition 7, above, the element
in ith row, jth column of their product jab will be
a il blj * a 12b2j V a ii!br.j
If the multiplication were in the other order, the corresponding element
of i?a would be
a, .b.
,
4 a 0 .b. _ t
1J il 2,i i2
+ a .b
NJ iff
These do not always have to be e^ual^so in general ab % ba.
Theorem 2; The multiplication of matrices is associative;
Given in this a third matrix c whose element (i,i) == C.
ij
and also given two matrices a. and b_as above with elements as given in (1).
Then element (ij) of (ab)£ isf i b lt ^ + **»
'HP) '.s(ojh +
-4-
01 Vh> . V+ ^9- C. - s=)
'••
(%
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Theorem 3* The multiplication of matrices is distributive, that is,
a_(^b 4- c) = ab f ac
The element (ij) of matrix a_(b + £) eauals the sum of the elements
(i.i) of matrices ab + ac_, obviously.
Theorem 4: If it is possible to pass from a to t by an elementary trans-
formation, there exists a non - singular matrix £ such that
ac = b,
or a non-singular matrix cl such that
da - b
Proof; given matrix _a and matrix Jo derived by an elementary transformation
from a_.
Case 1; Where the elementary transformation consists of the interchange of
If a -
two c olumns
)
Here b is of the fora secured by
type:
all a 12 nH
i 0 1 - - - - 0
a a - - *- a 1 0 - 0
21 22 2N
a 9 - - - a and, c_ = 0 0 1 - 0
31 32 3IT
a a - - - a 0 0 0 1 - - 0
HI N2 m
0 0 0 0 - - 1
then a_c — b.
for such a multiplication would give us a matrix b in which the first two
columns of a have been interchanged. £ is not zero, so this case holds
good; a_c = b . da = b may be similarly derived by the multiplication
of the two matrices; Hoc b is V.
O 1 1 1 i O
01111o
0 0 1 & C\nd. GL -
0 o 0 l - 0
0 0 o o -- 1
>«!»»« b
CL
i l
p » 1
hi d . -- - QJL l\/
h, a - -a .3 tf
- - - —
—
a
w
a
1 rJ . •J
i
j t'i
.
Case 2; Where the transformation is the multiplication of a row (or
column) by a constant a ^nilar method is possible where k instead of I
is the element of the leading diagonal of £ or d_.
Case 3: When the transformation is of the form of the addition to the
elements of one row (or column) of tho product of elements of another
row (or column) by a constant, the leading diagonal of c or d may be
a binomial
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VI. Further Development of the Algebra of Matrices.
A. Two Preliminary Theorems
Before going on to the theorems on the divisions of matrices and
the law of indices, we must turn bac 1* for some definitions on linear
transformations, or change of variables. The first of these definitions
is :
If x - - - x^ are the original variables, and x} - - - x’^ are the new
variables, the formulae of these transformations are
x* =a,,x. + - - - + a,,JC
i ii i nr i.)
x
'n
= 3
ni
x
i
v + a
ira
x
n
The square matrix a.= a ll a llT
a
i:i
is called the matrix
of the transformation. The determinant of this matrix is the determinant
of the transformation. The reverse of this transformation;
X1 =
1.1-
a
x’ 4 - -
Amx '
v~r Am*' m % X 'N
N ^
—
r
where A-^ etc. are
co- factors of a^^ - - - - a jis called the inverse of the transformation,
a in this case is the determinant of the matrix. It can, of course, exist
only if a ^ 0, otherwise it is indeterminate. So if a does equal zero,
the linear transformation is given the name of a singular transforms t ion.
Still another definition is needed before we can go on to our next
~
“ 1 “1*
mation whose matrix is
X
* 2
— V.-X* = XN 1
|
1 o - - - - 0
o l o - - - o
0 o l o -- o
0 o 0 l - - - o
-
-
o O o O-- 1
this is called the identical
transformation.
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Theorem 1» If a is any matrix l£ = al = a.
A linear transformation of which £ is matrix will not be changed
by being either followed, or preceded by the identical transformation I.
Theorem 2; If a - - - - - a^ T
a
Nl
a
NN is a non-singular matrix
of determinant a and if . denotes co-factors of elements of a, the
matrix All ~ i i s>
5 _ _
-~W~
i
i
i
tavl
1
rH
*3?1
a a
-1
called the inverse of £ and denoted by £
is a non-singular matrix such that ££ ^ = £ ^£ =1.
This is really a restatement of our definitions of linear transformation,
its matrix, its inverse and the special transformation I.
3) The laws of indices hold good in part for matrices. If p is any posi-
tive integer and £ any matrix, a
n
represents (£ x £ x a^ taken p times as
a factor). If £ is a non-singular matrix £ P = (£ ^
)
n
0
a - 1
aPa a - aP+a~
(aP)3 = £PP
also as in algebra,
These rules hold true if p and q are positive integers for all matrices.
For non-singular matrices p and q may be any integers.
ITow we are ready for the division of matrices. Again as in algebra
M '\
we conceive of this ooeration as the reverse of multiplication. We showed
in theorem 1, section 7, that £b ^ b£ in general. This implies that there
must then be two quotients in the division of these two matrices £ and b.
To avoid this difficulty it is usual to express the result df such division
in this form;
£ - bx and £ = yb, x and y being two
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different matrices. .«e state it as follows;
Theorem 4; If is any matrix and b_’ is any non-singular matrix, there
exists one, and only one matrix, x, which satisfies the equation _a =• bx,
and one and only one matrix, which satisfies the equation &_ — yb .
These matrices are given by the formulae
-1 .-1
x = b a , y = ab
Theorem 5; Any k-rowed determinant of the matrix ajb is equal to an
aggregate of k-rowed determinants of b multiplied into a polynomial in
the a’s, and also to an aggregate of k-rowed determinants of a_ multiplied
into a polynomial in the b’s
Let _a » all a12
" ~ " a
117
Let b = hll ”12
-
-
- hi? 1
<
3
21
3
22
~ 3
217
b
21
b 22
“
-
»ZB !
a - - - A b , b - - - b31 32 3N 31 32 3N
-
a , a - - a b , b - - - bia N2 NIT Nl N2 NIT
Take any k- rowed determinant of ab
a b t a b +• a b - - - a b + a b + a b
11 11 12 21 IN III 11 IN 12 2N IN NN
a b
,
+ a 3 „ -v a b - - - a b + a b -v a b
N1 11 NE 21 NN Nl Nl IN N2 2N NN NN
This may be broken uo into a sura of determinants of kth order in
such a manner that each column of each determinant will have some one of
the b’s as a factor. If each of these common factors be taken out there
will be left a determinant in the a’s. If this does not vanish, it is
a k-rowed determinant of a_. The process is identically the same for the
b’s if some one of the a’s is taken as a common factor of each column
of each determinant. A determinant in the b’s will then be left.
Theorem 6; The rank of the product of two matrices cannot exceed the
im.
(s
30.
rank of either factor. From the proof preceding it is plain that if all
the k-rowed determinants of 3 or are zero, the k-rovred determinants of
ab are also zero. Since the rank of a matrix is given by the highest
ordered determinant not equal to zero, the rank of the product cannot
exceed the rank of either factor.
Theorem 7: If a matrix of rank r is multiplied in either order by a non-
singular matrix the rank of the product is r.
Let .a and b represent two matrices of product ab. Suppose a_ is non-singular.
Let r equal rank of b and R = rank of _ab.
R tr r (Rank of product cannot exceed rank of either factor).
If Sl - (a'
1
)ab,
r fr R(Rank of product cannot exceed rank of either factor).
Only remaining possibility is R = r.
Similarly if b is non-singular and r is taken as rank of
_a and R = rank of
_ab, we can prove R - r.
b
31
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VII. A - Matrices
A. Definitions of A -matrices: Properties of A -Matrices
With the introduction of this topic we begin to see more clearly the
value of matrices as a compact method of expressing mathematical groups,
and as an aid in the expression of, and solution of, equations for a
\ -matrix is one in which the elements are polynomials in one variable
A
,
and its determinant is also a polynomial in A • The definitions
given for an ordinary matrix hold true also for a A -matrix- that is - that
for a singular matrix, for the three so-called elementary transformations,
the rank of a matrix, and the first rule of equivalence. Again, also, if
two/l-matrices are equivalent, they are of the same rank.
B. Theorems concerning A -matrices.
But there is a second method of proving the equivalence of two
-matrices, to establish which we must first show that the following
statement is true:
If in a A -matrix a., a polynomial^ (p (} ), is a factor of all the
i-rowed determinants of that matrix, it will be a factor of all the i-rowed
determinants of every A -matrix which can be derived from a by means of
elementary transformations
.
This we can see is obviously the case for the first two types of
transformations, for the first of these does not change the determinant at
all, and the second multiplies it only be a constant, or scalar. For the
third transformation it may be shown by a series of steps identical to
those of theorem 4 section III, if lAj is substituted for constant k
(see page 18), that the new determinants thus formed will be of the form
A T. B where A and B are i-rowed determinants of a. So we are able
to say that Ap ( \ ) is a factor of all i-rowed determinants formed from,
by any one of the three elementary transformations. V.'e may now go on to
''
our first theorem,
7,2 .
Theorem 1« If _a and b are equivalent A -matrices of rank r, and if D ( A)
is the greatest common divisor of the i-rowed determinants of a. when i ^ r,
then it is also the greatest common divisor of the i-rowed determinants of b.
Proof: We have just proved that if Ih(A) is a factor of the i-rowed deter-
minants of aj_ it is also a factor of the i-rowed determinants of t). If it
were not the highest common factor of b, there would have to exist another
higher factor which would also be a factor of i-rowed determinants of a -
for the same reason as above. But this is impossible since IL ( A ) was given
the highest factor of i-rowed determinants of a_. Hence D.(A ) must be tVie.
highest common factor of i-rowed determinants of b.
Preliminary 1; If the leading element f( A ) of a A -matrix is not
zero, and is not a factor of all the other elements, then an equivalent
matrix can be formed whose leading element is not identically zero; and
this element will be of lower degree than f.
Case 1: When the element f^{ A ), not divisible by f (A), is in the first
row. Let j be the column in which f
(
(
A ) is found. Since f
( (
A ) is not
divisible by f ( A), there must be a remainder which we will represent by
r, and a quotient q. So f
(
(
A
) = q ( A ) f ( A ) + r ( A ) . Now to each of
the elements of the jth column may be added
-q( A) times the first column.
This will give us an equivalent matrix (derived by elementary transformations)
in which the first term of jth column is r ( A). This may be shifted by
elementary transformation 1 to the leading1 position. It is of lower degree
than f ( A ) since it i s ^remainder when we divided f
(
( A ) by f ( A ).
Case 2. By a similar process the same result may be achieved when the
element not divisible by f ( A ) is in the first column, working only with
columns instead of rows.
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Case 3 : Then all elements in first row, first column, are divisible by
f (A ), but an element in ith row jth column is not divisible by this
ft X ]. Let k (A )fU represent first element in jth column. Tlow add
to elements of ith column -k( A ) times elements of first column. The
result will be an equivalent A -matrix (obtained by elementary trans-
formation 3) in which the first element of the ith column is 0, and the
element in ith row, jth column is still not divisible by f (A ), and
= 1
**
'
first term in ith row is still divisible^ Tow add to elements of first
column, elements of this new jth column. We get a matrix whose leading
element is still f (A ) but the element in first of ith row is not divi-
sible by f (A ), so we have now a matrix of'A form of case 2 which may be
transformed as was that. Thus it is always possible to secure a leading
element not zero of lower degree than f ( A ).
Preliminary 2: If we have given a A -matrix whose elements are not all
zero, an equivalent matrix can be formed such that the leading element
f ( A ) is not zero; all the other elements of both the first row and the
first column are zero; and every element outside the first row and first
column shall be divisible by f ( A ).
Proof; Since the elements are not all zero (by hypothesis) we may by a
sufficient number of changes of rows, and of columns, place in pleading
position an element 0. If this element f ( A ) in leading position is
not a factor of all the other elements, by preliminary 1, just proved,
we form an equivalent matrix whose leading element is not zero and of
lower degree than f( A), 7/e may continue this process until after a
finite number of changes we reach a an equivalent A-matrix whose leading
element is a factor of all the others. After this we may, by using
elementary transformation(.3^a sufficient number of times, secure an
equivalent A'matrix in which the leading element is not zero, but all

vV
the other elements of first row and of .first column are zero, while all
the rest aro divisible by the leading element.
We are now to prove
Theorem 2*. Every matrix of the nth order and of rank r can be reduced
by elementary transformations to the normal form.
O O O - - o
0 Ejji) - - 0 0 - - (3
- -
-
- E„a) - .-d
o o
o o
where ^coefficient of highest power of ^ in each of the polynomials E^(A
is unity, and A ) is a factor of 3^ + i( X ) for i - 1, 2--- - r-1
Proof: By preliminary 2, just preceding, it was shown that if a is a
A -matrix of rank r )> 0,
a
it
q
i 3-
-
- a .
i fO
a. -
-
-
G-
l"\
a
(V X
a .
fj N
_a could be transformed by a finite number of elementary transformations
to an equivalent matrix of rank r such that
*.0) O - - - 6
b =
jJ-'
where f
(
(
A
) ^ 0, and where
f
, (
A
) is a factor of all the
b* s.
The matrix
k(v- 1/
~ b, /v _,
*'
—
-I IV- 'IV-'/ W-
is of order (n-1). Hence its
(5
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rank must be (r-l), since rank of last written
matrix was r.
So if r>l, then by a similar process this may be transformed to an
equivalent matrix
C -
•fj*) o 0
O c .. C|
0 C
'-3L.I
’ ~
C
v-a,N-Z
where f (^ ) ^ 0, and where
3. jL<xct’6r a*L
A
f ( >) is a J z<ri6*-
the c’s. )
Theorem 1 of this section proved that if f' ( X ) is the greatest common divisor
coontri
of all the elements of C, it must be a •< of the b’s and so is divisible by
f (^ ). By a series of changes then we have transformed a so that it can
now bo written ir the form*
-?,U) oo - ... - 0
0 -fj^) 0 - - - ' O
0 0 C1I -
0 b cIV > •
c
iv ‘1,
where f, ( ^ ^ 0, f^C/l)^ 0,
f is a factor of f
.
and f _ is
I SL
a factor of the c’s.
If r>2 we may treat (N-2) roved matrix of c’s in same manner^as it is of
rank (r-2), Thus if we continue, we may finally transform the original matrix
thus :
**
f (A) o-.-0-0.-o -
& qw - - o -o- °
a -
0 0 - 0 b if f's^ 0 and each is a factor
of each of the following f's,
•the. •»
By means of transformation 2, the coefficient of highest power of S'
can be made unity, and our matrix may be written in the form given in
O - - 0 0 - 0 - 0
the statement of the theorem
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Theorem 3 ; The greatest common divisor of the i-rowed determinants of a
A -matrix of rank r (i ~ r) is
D ( A ) — E^ ( A ) Eg (A) - - - - E ( ( A ) where the E’ s are the elements
of the normal form to which the given matrix is equivalent.
Froof: Since the original matrix a is equivalent to the normal form of
the matrix^( iust proven ),the greatest common divisor of the i-rowed
determinants of one must he the greatest common divisor of the i-rowed
determinants of the other by theorem 1. But all the i-rowed determinants
of the normal form are zero, except those made up of E's - for all the
other elements are zero. Having thus prepared the way we may nov: prove
the important
Theorem 4: A necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence of
two A -matrices of the nth order is that they have the same rank r and
that for every value of i from 1 to r inclusive, the i-rowed determinants
of one matrix have the same greatest common divisor as the i-rowed deter-
minants of the other.
Hecessary case: This is proved by 1, VII which states that if two
A
-matrices of rank r are equivalent, the greatest common divisor of the
i-rowed determinants of one is also the greatest common divisor of the
i-rowed determinants of the second.
Sufficient condition:
Each matrix may be reduced to the normal form;
t,U) 0 -- O O - - O 1 E. (I) o — oo — O
»
i
o - o o - - 6
\
o Efi)- - o o • - o
£
D •=
e
-
' -
-
-
‘
' A
o o - - E4$o -- 0 a 0 - -giW o 0
O O O --o --0 0 0 _ - O 0 -- 0
a.

The greatest common divisors of i-rowed determinants, (i - r) of a and b.
are, respectively, by theorem 3 - E^(X ) E^( X ) - - - e. ( X )
cnl S-[( A ) E.V( X ) E f -( X )„
But these are equal by theorem 1 and by hypothesis. H-e*->c.e_
E (X ) = E* (A) and the two normal foirns are identical. (i = 1, 2 - -
i i
Therefore the A -matrices from which these were derived are eouivalent,
since they have been shown to be equivalent to a third matrix.
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Summary
In this discussion of matrices we have found that the idea of the
matrix notation is a comparatively recent discovery in the field of
mathematics, having- been brought into being by Cayley in 1343. Frobenius,
Krbnec^cer and V/eierstrass extended the theory, finding it a valuable tool
in their woric on invariants, linear equations, linear transformations,
bi-linear and quadratic forms, quaternions and vectors. It has been
shown that although matrices are not determinants, they depend upon the
latter so consistently for the establishment of the necessary theorems,
that a considerable number of the definitions and theorems of determinants
were needed as postulates on which to build our theory. Accordingly
such a list was given in section II.
In the main body of the paper the nature and properties of a matrix,
together with the related theorems were discussed. As a whole, matrices
were shown to fall under one of these three classes:
1) Ordinary matrices - a system of m n quantities arranged in a rectan-
gular array of LI rows and N columns; - 2) Symmetric matrices in which
the pairs of eoual terms are symmetrically arranged with resoect to the
leading diagonal; and 3) X matrices whose elements are nolynomials in
a single variable X .
The theorems developed about these main headings may be grouped as
follows:
A) - Definitions and theorems which determine the rank of a matrix.
B) - Definitions and theorems which have to do with the eoui valence of
two matrices.
C) - Definitions and theorems concerning the conformation of the laws
of matrices with the ordinary rules of algebra.
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